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The Return of Jesus

Lecturer
Francisco Lembi

The Church and the Return of Jesus
. The inertia of church –
This is very serious!
– Those in charge were afraid, they listened to reason
– The trumpets announced the return of Jesus
– The Meeting with Benedict XVI
– Part of the Vision of Fatima
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Since 1992, Our Lady talks with Raymundo and gives him a set of instructions to preach
the Gospel so that, based on them, the Church can wait for Jesus and win this battle against the
Devil. Answering a request of the Blessed Virgin, he left his business to start and dedicate himself
entirely to this Missionary Work. His first encounter with the Virgin Mary happened at dawn on
January 28, 1992. Then, many others happened. On the first encounters, he only saw a light from
which a smooth voice talked to him. On March 10, 1992, he saw Our Lady for the first time, at the
church of Saint Sebastian, when She appeared, saying:
“I’m Our Lady of Rosary.” On that day, Our Lady told Raymundo about the “Three
Stamps”, which would be opened later and would compose all Her work in this century. They are:
Missionary Medal, Our-Father of the Hope and Rosary of the Divine Flame.
On 03/10/1992, the Mother of Jesus said to Raymundo: “I wish that you, under my
command, try to form a group and put it under my protection. I also wish that this group, with
missionary character with my messages, be known as the Missionaries of the Immaculate Heart.”
On 08/31/2010, the three angels who assist him (Gabriel, Raphael and Uriel) showed him the
images of the Mystical Rose of this Missionary Work, telling him: “This is the basis of what the
Mother of Jesus asks you to do! The name that She gave for this work is Angelica Brotherhood.”
Thus it was created and will perform in three lines of action.
They are: Announcement – announce the return of Jesus, as much as possible, using all the
means of disclosure available to the Association, supported by the constant dialogs of its
publications. Its motto will be: Come, Lord Jesus! Its color: blue. Catechism – catechize and form
catechists, based on the Lay Catechism of this Institution, related to the Catechism of the Catholic
Church, in order to teach in the catholic doctrine and prepare for the return of Jesus. Its motto will
be Be Catechists! Its color: red. Eucharist – composed of Eucharistic Ministers, will help in the
Eucharistic celebrations, cults and distribution of Eucharist to the sick. It will put itself in the strong
defense of the Eucharist, in order for it to be preserved, “for the good of the Church”, especially in
the most critical moments in which it will be challenged and discredited, because it must be the
spiritual strength that will help people during this crossing (to new times). Its motto will be:
Eucharist, presence of Jesus among us. Its color: yellow.
The Angelica Brotherhood will be effective in national level, with the fellow-members, the
broadest and most prepared possible, for more efficiency in its mission.
This Revelation, confirmed by the realization of many of its prophecies, through
innumerable signs of time “clearly around us”, and in a special way by the Third Secret of Fatima,
written by pastor Lucia in 1944, put on the hands of Raymundo by Pope Benedict XVI, during the
meeting they had on August 17, 2010, in Castel Gandolfo, invited by the Sovereign Pontiff: “I will
make rise, on Brazilian soil, a man helped by me who we shall call Daniel, to announce what I’ve
been insisting on for many centuries: the return of my Child, on your life time,(…) My Daniel will
be with the Holy Priest chosen by me (John Paul II) in the year of 2004, carrying an image of me
venerated in Brazilian soil (Our Lady of Aparecida). He will recognize my sign. I will provide,
obeying the Lord God, that this man be in Vatican soil in 2010, invited by the current Holy Priest
(Benedict XVI), and this Pope show him my purposes.”
Raymundo has many other dialogs with Jesus, Mary and the three Angels. Try to read them
in publications of the Missionary Work.
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“My words have only one objective: warn the Church about the coming of Jesus, promote
an efficient evangelization, so that the Church of Latin America can be ready to face the new
millennium without any problems of spiritual order.”
Book: ‘The Third Secret – The Coming of Jesus’ – p. 49/52 - 06/30/1992

“– …the return of Jesus is near and was decided by Heaven that this be brought to
your attention. If the Church doesn’t announce it, there will be other ways.
– What do you mean?
– Through ways you were programmed: through rational ways.”
Book: ‘Raymundo Lopes – The Unknown…’ – p. 197/198 - 10/01/2007

Rational: according to reason; that proceeds from reason; acceptable by reason; where there
is logic; that has a possibility to use of reason…(Houaiss dictionary) – Therefore, regardless of
faith, which is supported by spirituality. The total use of the intellect (FOX 2) provides this way.
What we see in the dialogue ‘The Cascading of Glitter’, guides us to a rational understanding,
because the seriousness of the events in global scale, there shown as never seen before, cannot be
explained as we usually see in the signs of times: “that is normal, happens from time to time, it’s
sentimentalism to attribute this to prophecies” etc. Then panic will take over and the work of the
Missionaries of this group and others formed by Our Lady in the world is what will take the people
to the peace of God, the trust in Jesus: the cascade representing the graces outpoured from Heaven;
the missionaries putting the hands over the head of people, like Our Lady did, intermediating these
graces between Heaven and Earth, leaving people purified and walking looking straight into the
Light of God.

Dialogue: That is very serious!
Book: ‘Veni, Domine Iesu!’ – p. 60 - 04/01/2007

It was a beautiful morning. Around 6 o’clock, I decided to walk in the condominium.
During my walk, I noticed that I had company which was three angels…
- Did you decide to walk too? – I asked them -We want to show
you something!
I noticed that they were holding three boxes which have really bothered.
(…)
-Let’s start (opening the box) red – Said the Angel with the yellow box
-I opened it and saw a very small figure of an old nun, wearing a black habit and big hat
(Catarina Laboure). She was kneeling to the foot of a priest who seemed like the Pope because of
what he was wearing. Near them was a Father who she handed a piece of paper with the name
Aladel written on it and he gave it to the Pope.
- The Angel said to me:
- The serene Lady wants you to read this.
- I then saw what was written on the paper, in French, and amazingly I was able
to understand it. It was written:
-“At the height of the chest there was a golden globe with a cross on top, offering it to God.
She lifted her eyes and then lowered them. On the fingers of the pretty Lady, there were three
rings, one with a blue stone, one with a red stone and another one with a yellow stone, and from
them came rays of light of different intensities and beauty.
–
She then said: ‘This globe represents the Earth, that will receive the second visit of
Jesus; and these rings that you see on my fingers, represent that I was chosen as a mediator of
the Holy Trinity to proclaim this. Make this revelation reach the Pope, through your confessor.
I ask you to craft a medal like what you are seeing. The people who brought it will receive many
blessings for the revelation.’”
–
I, very confused with what I had seen, told the Angel with the red box:
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–
But that is very serious, the Miracle Medal then was to be crafted according to this
model and represents the second coming of Jesus. Did I understand correctly? – Yes, you did!
–
So the Church hid the fact?
–
Yes, the Church hid the fact! – said the Angel with the red box.
–
The Angel with the yellow Box interrupted our conversation, saying:
–
Let’s open the second box?
–
I’m anxious now, let’s open it.
–
When I opened it, I saw figure of a nun (Bernadete) kneeling to the feet of a priest who
looked like a Pope. Near him there was a priest and the nun said to him:
–
“ The Lady I see told me to say that it’s the one who announces the second coming of
Jesus to earth; and is here because of this.
–
The priest who was beside asked:
–
“Did she say anything about being the Immaculate Conception?
–
I just heard her say this; so I asked who it was and She answered: “I’m the Immaculate,
the one who should announce the coming of Jesus, that’s why I’m here.’ – Was she carrying
anything?
–
She had colored beads and from them came rays of light of different intensity and
beauty. – Was it a rosary?
–
I’m not sure. I don’t think so!
–
Why?
–
Because many beads were missing and from the colored beads shined colors like
yellow, blue and red.”
–
My God! That is Lourdes! – I exclaimed
–
Yes, it’s Lourdes! – said the Angel with the yellow box.
–
Then the Angel with the blue box interrupted saying:
–
Let’s open the last box?
–
I opened it and saw the same scene: a nun kneeling to the feet of a priest who looked
like the Pope because of what he was wearing. Near him was a Father.
–
They said:
–
“Tell me what you saw –the Father asked the nun.
–
I saw a beautiful woman floating over an old holm oak.
–
Did she say anything?
–
Yes, she did, but I can’t tell you now.
–
When, then?
–
It will be written and delivered to him – she answered looking at the Pope.
–
Then I saw this nun writing in Portuguese:
–
“I’ve come here to announce, for the third time, the coming of my Son to Earth. I have
announced it twice and didn’t get an answer. Now it’s the third time. After this, if I don’t get an
answer from church, I’ll speak outside of it because mankind needs to be warned of such event.
I wasn’t told the day or time but was told that it’s near and the Church needs to be prepared for
this arrival. Tell this to the Pope!
–
There were more things but I couldn’t read them.
–
I have here a fourth box that only you can open.
(Why? Because it’s the fourth time that She comes to announce. Now to Raymundo. Only he can open it because
it would depend on his yes to this announcement – the coming of Jesus)

–
The three put the boxes together and they formed a white box which they gave to me
and said:
–
Open it!
–
I opened and saw that it was empty. Then I said:
–
It’s empty. There’s nothing in it!
–
– Put the three boxes we showed to you in it!
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–
I put in the white box the three smaller boxes: red, blue and yellow, and they became
one. I don’t know why, but I felt the need to open this box also. There were four dates in it:
1830, 1858,1917 and 1997.
–
(1830: Catarina Labouré; 1858: Bernadete; 1917: Lúcia; 1997: Raymundo Lopes) –
What does this mean? – I asked.
–
It means what you always say: nobody can be condemned nor be judged. The sweet
Lady, in the name of God, provided that the Church be the announcer of the great event that will
happen soon; and that was for it (Church) rational and providentially hidden. The sweet and calm
Lady trusts you.
Reminder: (passage taken from the book ‘Dialogues with the Infinite’ - p. 118/120):

–
“You have in Heaven important guidelines in the persons of Catarina and Teresinha;
now you will need a contemplative, holy and dignified soul before God, so that these guidelines
are completed. Give Felipe’s rosary to Narciso (Priest), who will soon be with me.”
–
Those who have here the same mission of this Work, become your guidelines in
Heaven.

Dialogue: Those in charge were afraid, they listened to reason
Book: ‘Raymundo Lopes – An unknown…’ – p. 183/187 - 04/02/2007

(…) – But Lady, I could never imagine that you came to Earth three times and the people in
charge hid the real reason. Why?
–
Because they were afraid, they listened to reason.
–
Did you know this would happen?
–
Yes, but the Highest does not condemn anyone without first passing by the screening
of error and then judgment. My Son said that at this time there would be no faith on Earth. Where
is there faith, if Your own Church hides Your Return?
The first popes who knew about my request in the French capital did not believe the message,
chained the message in the drawers of the Vatican and ordered other measures to be taken, to craft
the medal that they had idealized. Catarina was silent because she couldn’t do anything under these
circumstances but died in agony to see that my request was not taken as seriously as it should.
Years later, I tried again in France, this time in a small city, and there proclaimed “I’m the
Immaculate, who should announce the coming of Jesus, that’s why I’m here.” Bernadete was forced
to proclaim to priest Cros things I didn’t ask for; then locked her up in a convent far from where
she met with me.
When the Pope at that time was aware of the fact, reported to the previous but didn’t believe.
He made the cave a place of peregrination, and my request was put away for the second time in the
Vatican. I didn’t give up because the plans of the Highest required three tries; that was done in
Portuguese soil. It was the third girl chosen by me for the message to the Church. I asked it to be
written and addressed to the Pope some years later after my appearances in Iria. Benedict XV and
also Pious XI were too busy and didn’t pay much attention to what I said. Then Pious XII was
informed of my requests in Paris, Lourdes and Iria and declared ironically that they didn’t concern
him.
John XXIII tried to fix the problem by opening the Church to the world, asking for conciliation.
He thought that this way the Gospel would be proclaimed with more freedom and Jesus would
return in the heart of the people and not how I had said in Paris, Lourdes and Iria. He decided on
his own to also put away my requests for the Church to announce this return of Jesus.
Paul VI, in the same path of omissions of previous popes, did nothing, worried about the
conciliation, building of rooms, increased the number of non-Italian cardinals and died in distress,
in 1978, for knowing that he took part in the omission.
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His successor, John Paul I, when hearing about my requests, wanted to do some things but was
interrupted on the 33rd day of his papacy, by the people who didn’t want this announcement to be
done.
John Paul II was tormented during his life, wanted to proclaim the truth, but was forced to go to
Iria to try to put an end to that which was a major problem for the Church.
I made possible his trip to him, for a last try to encourage him to tell the truth but everything
was in vain, he didn’t have the courage. He was my chosen one to tell the truth, but the prince of
this world won, making reason prevail (…)
Now there is nothing else to do, my little Daniel, I can’t make you do anything, and I never did
that to anyone. I did what I had to, proclaimed in Paris, Lourdes and Iris; and Belo Horizonte was
my final stop in this process. It’s been years since I allowed you to put your hands on my feet.
Today I put my hands on your head, knowing that you will do everything. Even knowing about the
defeat, that Jesus is on His way, nothing can stop Him, not even the ferment of these Pharisees that
you remember so much.
Lady, do you allow me to make a last observation?
Go ahead.
Since you are so powerful, why didn’t you say this directly to the popes instead of
talking to girls who would be manipulated?
I’m not powerful, only the Highest is powerful; and for Me to get to some, just like I
get to you, it’s necessary some requirements that are rare, which the popes did not have in their
times.
– And La Salette?
– I cried for not being able to talk.
– And Medjugorje?
– They would be manipulated and would aggravate even more John Paul’s situation.
(…)

Dialogue: The trumpets announcing the return of Jesus
Book: ‘The Third Secret – The Coming of Jesus’ – p. 27/30 - 03/03/1992

“– My Son will come soon, that I told pastor Lucia and asked her to keep it a secret until the
right moment, to be revealed to the Pope at that time. The Church will have to prepare the world
for the return of Jesus, and only it has the power of this revelation. I don’t want you to reveal this
to anyone, until a messenger from Heaven allows it. I’m transmitting to you as I said to pastor
Lucia, once again: Heaven can’t stand so much violence anymore and it’s everybody’s duty to work
for peace in the whole world. It was already expected that the popes wouldn’t do anything, with
fear that nothing would happen and discredit the Church, but the revelation is necessary. The popes
will not believe my words and when they wake up, it will be too late. You will have some popes
even the one who will travel around the world, that I Said, and the message was sealed. This Pope
(John Paul II) is the last in the context of the message; after him, nothing else can be done.
–
It’s the last Pope?
–
No, it’s not the last Pope. It’s the last one in the plan of the return of Jesus. After this
Pope, pay attention to Benedict.”

Dialogue: The Meeting of Raymundo Lopes with Pope Benedict XVI
Book: ‘Raymundo Lopes – An Unknown…’ – p. 216/226 - 08/17/2010
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(…) Around 5:00 p.m. on the 17th, I arrived at Castel Gandolfo, to meet with the Pope, along
with Dom Giovanni. Then, I was taken to a beautiful room with a marble statue of an angel which
looked like Saint Michael. I waited for about 15 minutes when a person entered the room wearing
a black cassock and asked me in Italian:
– Mr. Raymundo, right?
– Yes, I’m Raymundo. – I answered.
– Please come with me.
He led me through a small hall filled with statues, put me in a room with a very big chandelier
and said in Italian:
–The Holy Priest will be with you soon.
I waited for about ten minutes, the door opened and the Pope came in. He walked towards me
and said in Portuguese:
– Did you have a nice trip? – putting his hand on my shoulder.
– Yes I did, sir.
I was totally uncomfortable, with a broken voice, not feeling very well, I didn’t know if I had to
stand up or sit. Then he said to me:
- Have a seat and let’s talk.
I noticed that he was carrying an envelope. He sat by my side on a type of sofa and started
talking:
I was informed that you have another name: Daniel. Is that true?
No, it’s not true. My name is not Daniel!
What do you mean? – he replied looking surprised.
Believe it or not, my friends, who people say are angels, and Our Lady who call me
Daniel but my baptism name is Raymundo.
You don’t like to be called Daniel?
I don’t mind, but I don’t like when they change my name. I respect the name I was
given.
We have many examples, in the Bible, of names that were changed.
Yes, but I’m not in the Bible.
The Pope started to laugh and said:
I was told that you are impulsive; I see that it’s true. Remember the last time we met?
Yes, I do.
How did you get there?
I prefer not to talk about it! – I replied
You put many people in conflict. Did you know that?
No, sir.
Do you have academic formation recognized by the authorities?
No, sir. I don’t have any formation.
What do you mean? Didn’t you go to school?
I attended Fathers’ school but don’t have any diplomas.
I read what you wrote and found the approach interesting. How did you come up with
that?
I just limited myself to listen to Our Lady and wrote it.
But it was in Latin. Did she speak to you in Latin?
No, she had it translated so that you could understand.
Does your bishop know about this?
No!
Do you know anyone in the Vatican?
Only Dom Giovanni.
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Yes, but you knew the late Dom Lucas. If I remember correctly, I was in his apartment
when you visited him, right?
Yes, I remember you being there.
Dom Lucas didn’t tell you anything about me later?
–
No, sir. I never saw Dom Lucas again. He died later.
–
He had a Brazilian secretary. Do you know her?
–
No, I don’t even know who she is.
–
Do you want to tell me something? – he asked me.
–
I prefer to listen to you because what I have to tell you may seem crazy and I don’t
want to be treated that way, you were the one who called me.
–
Did you think that was strange?
–
Yes, because I’ve never heard of a Pope wanting to talk to layperson he doesn’t know
from a distant place in Brazil.
–
I have no reason to treat you as a crazy person. If I was afraid of you, you wouldn’t be
here- he said looking at me very attentively. – Do you imagine what I have in my hands?
–
No, sir!
–
Our Lady didn’t tell you anything about it?
–
No, sir, she didn’t say anything!
–
Then, I should assume that it’ll be a surprise to you.
–
What surprise?
He took some papers from the envelope and said:
–
Read this!!
Then, He got up and said:
–
I’ll be back in 10 minutes.
I stayed in the room by myself with those papers in my hands and don’t even know how I could
read them. My vision was blurred, I was very confused and couldn’t concentrate. They were old
papers and I tried to read them. I asked Our Lady to help me understand it, when I heard a voice
say: “Read, but you have to read carefully. Try to visualize and keep everything in your intellect.
The Virgin Mary is by your side so that you can remember everything later and write it.” So I read
them. While I read the manuscripts, I could hear a voice repeating what I was reading.
“J.M.J.
The Third part of the secret revealed on July 13, 1917 at
Cova de Iria – Fatima.
I write, in act of obedience to thou My God, who sent us through Your Ex.cia Rev.ma the Bishop
of Leiria e of Your and My Blessed Mother.
After both parts that I have exposed, Our Lady Said: ‘I’ll make rise, in Brazilian soil, a man
aided by me, who we shall call Daniel, to announce what I have been insisting for many centuries:
the return of my Son, in your time, not through regular ways, but through natural ways which will
affect very much how people think. You will live with Him through common thoughts. This is my
last warning, because this will happen soon. This announcement should be made by the Church,
in the person of the Holy Father who is in the Vatican starting in 1960. If the Holy Father does not
act the way I announce, this will happen with the pains already announced and the Christendom
will suffer a lot. My Daniel will be with the Holy Father chosen by me in the year of 2004, carrying
an image of me that is praised in Brazilian soil. He will recognize my sign. I will make sure,
obeying the Lord, that this man in Vatican soil in 2010, invited by the current Holy Father, and
this Pope show him my purposes. Only the Holy Father can decide whether to maintain or not my
request which reflects the will of God, so that this announcement can be done by 2012; if not, the
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announced suffering will happen.’ Then we saw on the left side of Our Lady, a little higher, a red
Angel with a sword of fire on the left hand; when it sparkled, let out flames that seem to set the
world on fire; but were blown out when in contact with the shine that from the right hand streamed
Our Lady to its encounter: The Angel pointing with his right hand to the land, in a
strong voice said: Penitence, Penitence, Penitence! And we saw in a very big light which is God –
something like seeing people in a mirror passing in front of you – a Bishop wearing White, ‘we had
the feeling that it was the Holy Father many other Bishops, Priests, religious men and women climb
a rugged mountain, with a big cross on the top of unpolished branches as if it were a cork oak with
the bark; The Holy Father, before getting there, crossed a big city filled with ruins, and a little
shaky, walking slowly, overcome by pain and pity, was praying for the souls of the cadavers that
he found on the way; reaching the top of the hill, kneeling on the foot of the big cross, was killed
by a group of soldiers who fired many shots and arrows, thus one after the other were killed the
Bishops, Priests, religious men and women and many secular people, gentlemen and ladies of
various classes and positions. On both arms of the Cross, there were two Angels, each one with a
crystal watering can in his Hand, of the colors yellow and blue, in them they collected the blood of
the Martyrs and watered the souls of those who got close to God.
Tuy- 1-3-1944”
The part they gave me had no signature but I noticed that there might be others which were not
there. Then, a door opened and the Pope came in. He asked me:
–
Did you read it?
–
Yes, I did.
–
Do you know whose it was?
–
I can assume.
–
Assume what?
–
It was of sister Lucia?
–
Yes, it was hers.
–
Are you the character she talks about?
–
Lord Pope, I would be very pretentious if I thought Lucia was referring to me! It says
Daniel here and my name is not Daniel! – I exclaimed but his time calmer.
–
I don’t agree because I am inclined to believe that this Daniel is you. – said the Pope.
–
The man in white was Pope John Paul, then!?
–
No, it wasn’t John Paul. I’m sure of that and he was too. This didn’t happen yet, but I
think that it will happen soon.
–
Will you make this announcement according to what Lucia wrote?
–
I don’t know… I can’t… I shouldn’t. – he said softly and leaning forward.
–
Why?
–
Because this announcement results in a match of Christian values and customs which
can lead the world to a situation of vigil under an aspect that can still last for years. Many people
could interpret this announcement the wrong way, and the Church will be affected.
–
Affected how? With the return of Jesus?
–
The return of Jesus will happen regardless of the Church’s consent, but the human
behavior, with this announcement, could be interpreted by the Catholic contingent, and other
sister Churches, manipulated by the devil, so that the faith can be transformed into the dragon
of evil. I don’t want to be the person responsible for that.
–
Why are you showing this to me, then?
–
Because when you were with my predecessor, he recognized you as a man of the
message of Fatima*. Then, he confided to me about this meeting and gave me the responsibility
of telling you.
–
Did you talk to my Bishop?
9
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–
That is not to be discussed with the Bishop, but with the Pope. – he answered smiling.
–
It was not what you read in Fátima!!1 – I told him.
–
No, no it wasn’t. We changed the message, hoping that Daniel would come forth
somehow; and that happened when he was in Saint Peter Square with my predecessor.
–
And then? – I asked him.
–
Then, while we waited for the miracle, he saw me and gave me the cross in the hall of
my room, along with his writings.
–
Did Dom Giovanni know that?
–
A little, but participates in this in some way.
–
Do you want to know anything else about me? – I asked him.
1- The Third Secret of Fatima, announced by the Church in 2004, in Fatima.
– I don’t think it’s necessary, what I know is enough. The Church can’t and shouldn’t get
involved officially with revelations that are not described in the Gospel.
Then, he asked me to give the papers back, saying:
- They will be kept for my substitute.
- But Our Lady expects from you this revelation?
Expects? She can’t expect, from a weak human being, such a strong decision like this.
I can’t and won’t make an announcement like this. – he said standing and gesticulating a lot.
If you are the last one, the responsibility will be yours!
What proof do you have that I’ll be the last one?
None. – I answered
Then do your part and the Church will do the rest. You won’t go to Hell because of
this.
I won’t but you might go!
There is no Hell for those who are assisted by the Holy Spirit. The mercy of God is
present in our weaknesses.
Forgive me, Holiness, but this is not weakness.
What is it, then?
Cowardice!
Daniel, I did what I could and I think that it’s the Church’s responsibility not to create
expectations beyond our control. That is not of God.
My name is not Daniel! – I exclaimed strongly.
My name is not Benedict! – he replied
I started to laugh and it seemed to me that he did too. I completed:
I will continue warning you, in the name of the Blessed Mary.
It’s your right to do so; but I must warn you that you can be slandered, considered
mentally ill and discredited, because this meeting will be considered to never have happened. I
just wanted you to know that and confirm for us if you are really the character that Lucia
described.
Do you think I am?
Now, the evidences have been confirmed!
Holiness, Our Lady is not kidding, for three times, that I know of, you hid the message.
I didn’t hide anything and it was a wise decision of my predecessors. I don’t want to
discuss our decisions with a layman who doesn’t even have academic credentials.
-You were the one who called me! - I answered.
Yes, I did and now I think our conversation is over because some doubts I had were
answered and I know that the Mother of Jesus really went to Lourdes and Fatima. Now we
need to take some decisions. Our meeting will be in the records and when the judgment of God
falls over our shoulders, we’ll remember you and ask God to forgive us for our negligence. Have
a nice trip back and if you need any financial aid, it can be requested and will be provided.
I don’t need anything. - I replied
That’s good, a strong character, God will take this in consideration.
10
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–
–
–

But takes your weakness in your consideration too. – I answered.
You said before that it was cowardice.
Forgive me, Holiness, can I disclose this?

–
This what?
–
Our meeting!
–
Our Lady asked me to warn you about the coming of Jesus, sends me an illiterate to
discuss such a controversial and serious matter and you ask me if it should be disclosed? Do you
think the world will believe you?
I don’t know! – I answered
I don’t know either. Take advantage of it. We’ll see then what side God is in: the Church
or mankind.
Giving much emphasis to the words, he said:
The gates of Hell will not prevail.
Yes, Holiness, but Our Lady also said: “At the end, my Heart will triumph!”.
- May it triumph! That’s our wish!
I have some presents for you, they didn’t let me in with them, can I leave it with your
direction?
Let me order to get them.
Saying that, he left for a few moments, came back holding the presents and said:
They are pretty and I am touched, but let’s make a deal: I have so many presents that I
will lose them. I can offer them to your chapel which I was told is very pretty?
If you want, you can!!
This medal I know from my predecessor!!
It’s our Missionary Medal.
Then tell everybody that it’s a present from the Pope!!
Saying that, he put in the pocket of his cassock only a letter that came with one of the presents,
sent by missionary Maria de Fatima Araújo, of Guarapuava.
If you return later to your land, your city, I’ll recommend that I return this visit, do you
understand?
I do! – I answered.
Then he left and I was alone for a few moments until the same Father who put me in that room
came to me and said:
Mr. Raymundo, I’ll take you to Dom Giovanni. He will go with you to the city of
Vatican.
I met Dom Giovanni; he, very quietly, took me to his car and said:
- Please, Mr. Raymundo: prudence, prudence. If you believe what Mary says, act like the
Church, leaving the Holy Spirit to act, never putting our preferences in first place. The Holy Father
left with me some gifts for you. I’m giving to you so you can take them to Brazil.
I started feeling sick and wanting to throw up. Then they sopped the car at a convenience store
in a gas station and bought mineral water. I sat on a stool beside the road and felt like crying. Dom
Giovanni told me: “Try to think about this clearly, you did everything that Our Lady asked you,
now wait, you can’t stop the ways of the Lord, nor Our Lady.
*On June 30, 2004, Raymundo met with John Paulo II, in Roma, with a statue of Our Lady of
Aparecida. When the Pope received it, he asked him: “Is it the sign, is it the sign? You are from
Brazil and this is Our Lady of Aparecida?” Then he concluded, by saying: “They won’t believe, I
don’t mind!” (…) Posterity will do justice to all this. God bless you! Don’t be afraid, Maria is the
Mother of the Church.” It was the greeting that was written in the letter of pastor Lucia: “My Daniel
will be with the Holy Father chosen by me in the year 2004, carrying a statue of me worshipped in
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Brazilian soil. He will recognize my sign.” John Paul II “recognized him as a man of the message
of Fatima.” This sign was also:

1)
“The sign that everything was done so that the truth was Said and accepted by the clergy
group of the Church.” (dialogue: There she was, of 03/10/1992, book The Third Secret – The
Coming of Jesus, p. 30);
2)
“– Will take to the Pope (John Paul II) the same sign that on May 25 will be given to
him. – What sign is this, Our Lady.? – The small statue of Aparecida with everything I told you,
inside. - Are you talking about the statue of Our Lady of Aparecida? – That’s the one! (…) – Why
do that, Our Lady? - So that he sees it, understands our signs and has resistance in the fourth vigil
of the night and does not give in to the tempestuous waters of this end of times.” (dialogue: This
will be the sign for the representative of Peter, of 03/26/2004, book The Third
Secret – The Coming of Jesus, p.125);
3)
“John Paul II lived tormented, wanted to proclaim the truth, but was forced to go to Iria
to try to put an end to that which was a problem to the Church. I made his trip to it possible, in a
last attempt to encourage him to tell the truth but everything was in vain, he didn’t have the courage.
He was my chosen one to tell the truth but the prince of this world won, making the rational
prevail.” (dialogue: The people in charge were afraid, listened to reason, of 04/02/2007, book
Raymundo Lopes – An Unknown…, p. 183).

Dialogue of Fatima
Newspaper ‘The Returno f Jesus’ – p. 5/6 - 07/25/2000

Part of the vision that Raymundo had in Fatima (Portugal), on July 25, 2000, is that Our
Lady asked him to keep secret until he received the sign to announce it.
I saw 2 blue cloths, one lighter than the other, filled with stars. I heard a loud thunder and noticed
that the noise came from beside the darker blue cloth. Then, came a red cloth and a big wave took
it away.
Then I saw a city that was completely destroyed, having among the debris a yellow cloth.
And Our Lady told me:
–
What you see is comprised between the years 2001 to 2012. Two can’t be changed but
the third one can1, depending on how the one of the yellow cloth acts. If the one of the yellow
cloth doesn’t submit to the warning of Heaven, its destruction will be decreed, and will have
then three cycles to be aware. After that, if they are not aware, it will be the end.
–
What do you mean, Our Lady?
–
Since I don’t ask you to keep secret but prudence, may it stay only in your mind until
both events happen and the leader of the country of the dark blue cloth 2 come to the country of
the light blue cloth 3. That will happen around (near) the event of the red cloth.4.
–
What will happen with the yellow cloth5?
–
It’s contained in what I reported in the vision of the Fatima Square in 2000.
–
Can I disclose this vision?
–
Yes, it’s prudent and you should!* – Isn’t it the same you revealed here?
–
Yes, it’s the same!
Then an Angel took from a jar a paper on which was written:
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2001 eleven of the ninth month
Another angel came and took from another jar another paper on which was written:
2011 ten of the third month
And another angel took from the third jar a third piece of paper on which was written:
Add them and you will have the third phase.1 And Our Lady continued:
– I want you to wait with much prudence for these dates and don’t tell anyone before the visit of
the dark blue and light blue 6.
– Why, Our Lady?
– Because Heaven doesn’t want to transform you into the main point of prophecies due to my
visits to Earth. The warnings will be given and the great pastor should read them in the signs of
these times.
– Why, then, are you revealing them to me?
– Because, knowing it, will encourage you to be aware of the facts and have the courage to
undertake awareness in favor of the coming of Jesus in your mind and history.
– Can I write this?
– Yes, you can. I’ll see that everything is the way you see it. I want you to make sure to warn
both Serafins of the third vision but don’t say anything about the first and second one. (1st. vision:
‘two blue cloths filled with stars’ – USA and Brazil – 2nd vision: red cloth - Japan – 3rd vision: yellow cloth –
a city totally destroyed - Vatican)

– What do I tell the people?
– Just tell them that I came back here and told you the third vision; but of the first and second
one I ask you to only reveal after the visit of the dark blue cloth to the light blue cloth; that is if you
want, I don’t mind.
– What will happen?
– I can’t tell you now but you will see them along your history. I don’t want it as the main point
of these events; therefore be silent but believe that I’m here and know how history will turn out.
Your life will suffer sudden changes with the yellow cloth but don’t fear powers that you judge
bigger than you. The greatest power comes from Heaven, which dominates history. Saying these
things, disappeared.
* – You will announce this, according to what Lucia wrote? – I don’t know… I can’t… I shouldn’t.
1- 09/11/01 – Attack to the twin towers in New York (symbol of America’s economic power)
03/10/11 – Earthquake and tsunami in Japan* (country that stands out for its advances in technology)
12/21/12 – Destruction of the Vatican?** (Church: the duty of announcing the return of Jesus)
* The earthquake in Japan happened at 2:00 p.m. on March 10, 2011 (it was 2:00 a.m. in Brazil and 5:00 a.m. in
Portugal, of the same day)
** When I was in Rome with Raymundo, in June 2004, when Dom Damasceno received the canopy and
Raymundo gave to Pope John Paul II a statue of Our Lady of Aparecida, it happened that he had a dream and told me.
He dreamed that we were in a hotel when he heard a big thunder and exclaimed: “Francisco, did you hear that? It
sounded like an earthquake. I replied: No, it must have been an explosion. “He went to the window of the hotel and
saw many people worried and disoriented, a very large destruction: houses in ruins, many fires, especially in a very
big house with many windows. (Vatican?). It was a dream. What would it mean? Would it be related to the date
12/21/12?
2Country of the dark blue cloth*: USA.
3Country of the light blue cloth*: Brazil.
4Red cloth**: Japan.
5Yellow cloth: Vatican. 6- Obama’s visit to Brazil (03/19/11). * Part of the flag of these countries, where
stars can be seen. ** Middle of the flag of this country, where a big red disc can be seen.
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It was a nice morning. I was at home preparing the Rosary to pray at the Basilica of Lourdes, as
I always do on Tuesdays. I remembered the image of Jesus crucified, that had shed oil in September
this year, and it bothered me. I wanted to go in the Chapel and contemplate the statue of Christ and
asked: Why did you do this to me? Suddenly I started to feel dizzy and couldn’t stand up so I sat
on the floor. A tall man dressed in black approached and wanted me to tell him what I knew about
the return of Jesus to Earth. I looked at him surprised because I didn’t know anything and even if I
did, something told me not to say anything. I was silent so he started shaking me and asking me to
tell him. At this moment, a boy who was about 9 years old appeared and told the man to go away.
He helped me and took me inside the house. The room was all blue. There were about 10 people in
it who I didn’t recognize, all dressed in white.

They told me in unison:
“Ask permission (respectful greetings) to the Beautiful Lady, the Mother of great master Jesus.”
Then, a stronger light started to form in the middle of the room and inside it was the Holy Mary,
also dressed in white.
She told me:
Our Lady – My dear Daniel, I wish to tell you something very important which will make your
life very hard but you should know it because from now on, everything I told you and many things
that Heaven will tell you will guide your steps so that you have strength and courage to announce
the best news in the history of Christianity, extensive to all people on Earth.
Raymundo – Our Lady, aren’t you speaking to the wrong person? My name is not Daniel.
Our Lady– In Heaven, your name is Daniel and for what I’ll reveal to you, this name is protected
and an efficient way provided by the Divine Power so that this information does not fall in the paths
of materialism which roams the Earth.
Raymundo – What do you have to reveal to me that is so important?
Our Lady – Since the tender age, I have protected you because you are the way that the spirits
of light chose to defeat the spirit of darkness. Everything is the creation of the All-Mighty,
everything is good, but the wrong choices made, protected by the greater law that guides you, who
knew how to baptize as free-choice, you act against the purposes of the Creator. A very big scission
was created and Lucifer, with the permission of God, commands the darkness, destroying the path
of light; and you are under the reign of nothing; and God in the figure of Jesus, wishes to conquer
again the path created by Him.

Comment:
Let’s look at three small parts of the dialogue ‘Rome, a challenge’ (p. 211 of the book
‘Raymundo Lopes – Na Unknown of the End of Times’) – Our Lady to Raymundo: “God is allowing
a quarrel (conflict, contest) between Me and Lucifer. I have no choice but to accept the challenge.”
“If (you) fail, I will fail, and my Son will be among you without any help from the Catholic Church.
It will be chaos because the world won’t be able to understand the blessing received.” Raymundo:
“… I’ll do everything for that not to happen; but if it happens, I ask forgiveness for me and all those
with me.”
Raymundo – I don’t understand, Our Lady!!
Our Lady. – You will understand with time – she answered me smiling. I’m totally human and
perfect because with the permission of the Creator who became man through me, made me without
the original sin, that is, I have the total conquest in my brain so that He also could come to our
world, knowing us in the human nature, using all his mental capacity and with that could suppress
us of the hope of having him back in the end of these times, so that we know Him as our God
creator of all things.
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Comment:
Back to the dialogue ‘Rome, a challenge’, look what was Said in this part: “You (Raymundo)
will be before rationalism (Benedict XVI), and that my previous contacts saw tumble to the ground
my request of the announcement of the arrival of my Son returning to Earth, reclaiming the missing
link in Paradise .”
Raymundo – Do you know how that will happen?
Our Lady – Yes, I do but don’t know the day nor the time, I only know the proximity of it.
Raymundo – Are we near?
Our Lady – Yes, we are! Make a list from 1 to 9.
I wrote on a separate piece of paper that was on my coffee table using a pen I had in my pocket.
Then, She continued:
Our Lady. – Under each number, write a letter of the alphabet that you use; when you get to
number nine, write again until all the letters are written. Did you understand?
Raymundo – Yes, I did.
I did what She told me1!
Our Lady – Do you remember when I taught you that number of Jesus is six (6) and that Lucifer,
masquerading it, created in your heads the number 666 which actually represents God, Jesus and
the Holy Spirit? He is the Antichrist and his pride of wanting to be God!
Raymundo – I remember and when I told this to the people, they almost threw stones at me.
Our Lady – What do you think about the sequence of numbers and letters I asked you to write?
Raymundo – On number 6, the word FOX was formed.
Our Lady – Very good. That is the code of return. What was formed in column 9?
Raymundo – I have the letters I and R.
Our Lady – The letter I stands for Jesus2, and the letter R is your name on Earth. You are the
chosen one to show the world that within a FOX 2 standard, the big miracle of the return of Jesus
will happen, not as a human being; but with your brain working in its full capacity, you will all see
Him as God.
Raymundo – What is this, Our Lady?
Our Lady – It’s a code that your science uses to explain the Power given by God so that we can
think and use speech to evolve. I will make sure you find this code and understand what I’m
transmitting.
Raymundo – That’s crazy!!
Our Lady – According to your Standards, it’s crazy but not to the Divine standards because this
standard belongs to powers that your reason does not know due to the wrong choice of the light to
live in the darkness, God limited your brain to a small part and left the other as an answer to His
return, which is nothing more than full thinking. You will see God and the big mistake imposed by
Lucifer. The great banquet is served and none of those invited will live with the Creator.
Raymundo – Can I tell this to people?
Our Lady – No. Keep it a secret and only when you return to the ‘city of waters’3, you will have
my permission.
Raymundo – Can I write it?
Our Lady – Yes, you can but not using a computer. Write it by hand.
Raymundo – Why, Our Lady?
Our Lady – Because Lucifer will read, and if you tell people, he will have access, and God
wishes that this is revealed only after His return from the city of waters.
Saying that, the people will start to sing something different but very pretty and all of them made
a barrier around Our Lady and She disappeared.
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2 “The letter I represents Jesus”: Iesu (Jesus, in Latin). 3
– City of Waters: São Lourenço - MG, where the VIII Missionary Meeting was held in 2009.
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